Flexible Safety Fencing

TuffNet Mesh Flexible Fencing
Orange (04), Red (05), Blue (08), Hunter Green (25)
4’x50’  FMF048050
4’x100’ FMF048100
4’x150’ FMF048150

Carsonite Original Post
White (01). Includes safety cap, tension strap, and drive tip.
66”  CRFP06601

Flex-Rod Post
White (01). Includes safety cap, and tension strap.
66”  1-FR-66

Hi-Impact Post
White (01), with gray rubber padding. Includes safety cap, tension strap, and Ground Sleeve.
66”  1-IP-66

Flat Ground Sleeve
For Carsonite Original Post. Includes removable cap. Enables easy changeover to multiple configurations—soccer, baseball, volleyball, for example.
FGS401804U
Package of 6 sleeves  FGS401804KIT
Replacement cap  FSC400

Ground Sleeve for FlexRod or Hi-Impact Post
1-GS-18
Package of 6 sleeves  1-GS-18KIT
Replacement cap  1-LSC-A

Corner Post
Adds rigidity to Carsonite Original Post Systems. . . . CSFP06601

Tools
Post Driver for Carsonite Original Flat Posts  RMTLPDR1
Post Driver for FlexRod Round Posts  RMTLDFROD
Pilot Hole Driver for rocky or hardpan soils  RMTLP100
Post Puller for easy removal of any post style  RMTLCP

Replacement Parts
Reusable heavy duty fence ties (pack of 100)  FFFMRTYPK
Rope clips (pack of 85)  FFFMCLPK
3/16” x 170’ Poly Rope for TuffNet fence  FFMR

TuffNet Mesh is made from tear-resistant, knitted polypropylene in vibrant colors. Suitable for youth or adult sports.
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Flexible safety Fencing

Fence Packages

TuffNet Mesh Fence Systems
Includes 4’ roll of fencing, Fence Ties, Poly Rope, 6 Posts with safety caps and tension straps for each 50’ of fence. Tools and Ground Sleeves, if needed, are available separately. Green, Orange, Red, or Blue.

With Carsonite Original Posts
- 50’ Fence Kit: CRFM06601PK
- 100’ Fence Kit: CRFM06601PKX100
- 150’ Fence Kit: CRFM06601PKX150

With FlexRod Posts
- 50’ Fence Kit: FRFM0106PK
- 100’ Fence Kit: FRFM0112PK
- 150’ Fence Kit: FRFM0118PK

With Hi-Impact Posts with Magnetic Ground Sleeves
- 50’ Fence Kit: HIFM2906PK
- 100’ Fence Kit: HIFM2912PK
- 150’ Fence Kit: HIFM2918PK

Carsonite Original Post
Highly flexible post for youth events or areas where a forgiving barrier is needed.

Carsonite FlexRod® Post
Semi-flexible post for adult events, crowd control and work zones.

Carsonite Hi-Impact Post
Offers 360-degree flexibility for both youth and adult events. Requires a Magnetic Locking Ground Sleeve for installation.

Ground Sleeves for FlexRod Posts remain in the ground and allow easy insertion and removal of fence posts. Ideal for applications where the fence will be taken down and put back up frequently.

Magnetic Locking Ground Sleeve
For use with FlexRod® and Hi-Impact Posts.

Special Locking Pin locks into the Magnetic Locking Ground Sleeve to reduce vandalism and tampering.

Rectangular Ground Sleeve
For use with Carsonite’s Original Post. A cap excludes dirt and moisture when the sleeve is not in use.
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